Independent control over size, valence, and elemental composition in the synthesis of DNA–nanoparticle conjugates†
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DNA–nanoparticle conjugates have found widespread use in sensing, imaging, and as components of devices. However, their synthesis remains relatively complicated and empirically based, often requiring specialized protocols for conjugates of different size, valence, and elemental composition. Here we report a novel, bottom-up approach for the synthesis of DNA–nanoparticle conjugates, based on ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), intramolecular crosslinking, and template synthesis. Using size, valence, and elemental composition as three independent synthetic parameters, various conjugates can be obtained using a facile and universal procedure. Examples are given to show the usefulness of these conjugates as sensing probes, building blocks for self-assembly, and as model particles for structure–property relationship studies.

Introduction

DNA–nanoparticle (DNA–NP) conjugates have attracted significant interest in large part because they combine two unique and complementary functionalities; namely linking the strong and selective pairing of DNA with remarkable optoelectronic properties and catalytic activity of NPs. This combination enables many applications, including the programmable construction of 3D structures, development of sensing probes, and demonstration of targeted therapeutic and diagnostic agents. To fully unleash the potential of DNA–NP conjugates, it is important to control the size and valence of the NPs, because both variables significantly affect the structure and properties of the resultant conjugates. At the same time, the elemental composition of the NPs, which can be organic (polymer), noble metal, metal oxides, or other inorganic materials, is obviously a critical determinant of the physical and catalytic properties of the material.

A possible but challenging synthetic approach is to build the DNA–NP conjugates from the molecular level, allowing a finer level of control over all aspects of their preparation. However, this is a relatively difficult approach, because NP nucleation and growth are complicated processes that are governed by many parameters, including but not limited to concentration, temperature, pH, surfactant type, and time. Considering this complexity, a viable bottom-up strategy would involve template synthesis of NPs, as the formation of NPs is largely controlled by the corresponding templates, yet it remains a problem for adding functional groups on the afforded NPs.

We recently reported such a bottom-up strategy wherein a single-chain organic nanoparticle (ONP) templated the synthesis of a monovalent DNA–AuNP conjugate. Considering the highly tunable parameters in the polymer scaffold synthesis and post-functionalization, differently sized and functionalized templates can be easily obtained. Thus, we envisioned the possibility of expanding this strategy to more metal NPs with different sizes and functionalities by preparing different templates. Ideally, the size of NPs can be adjusted by using ONPs of different sizes; the functional valence of NPs can be tuned by adjusting the number of DNA strands on the DNA–ONP conjugates; and the elemental composition of the NPs can be changed by using different noble metal precursors. This will create a powerful strategy allowing independent control of multiple structural features, including particle size, valence, and elemental composition. Here we report our efforts to develop this new, versatile strategy and some proof-of-concept applications of the afforded NPs.

Experimental section

Materials and methods

Detailed information of the chemicals and instrumentation methods used in this work can be found in the ESI.†
Synthetic protocols

ONP synthesis. Syntheses of the functional monomers \((M_4)\) used in ring-opening metathesis polymerizations (ROMP) and the chain-transfer agent (CTA) have been previously reported. The detailed synthesis of ONP templates can be found in the ESI, including the polymerization, allyl functionalization, ring-closing metathesis (RCM), dihydroxylation and DNA conjugation procedures.

DNA activation and functionalization. A detailed procedure is provided in the ESI. MALDI-TOF analysis was used to characterize the product. A peak with a +337 Da shift compared to the original DNA-S-S-CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)OH was found.

Conjugation of DNA to ONP. This step is analogous to our reported procedure, with the detailed protocol available in the ESI.

Growth of metal nanoparticles on ONP templates. Metal nanoparticles were prepared using different chlorometallates through succrose or ascorbic acid reduction with a representative protocol following. For AuNP prepared by using succrose as reductant, 10 μL polymer template (50 μM) was diluted using 940 μL citrate buffer (5 mM, pH = 3). Then, 25 μL H\(Au\)Cl\(_4\) (10 mM) was added. The solution was mixed and incubated at room temperature for 10 min and 25 μL of a 1 M aqueous succrose solution was added to reduce the chloroaurate. For control samples, citrate buffer was used instead of the polymer template solution. All of the samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were allowed to react overnight. For AuNP prepared using ascorbic acid as reductant, 5 μL polymer template (50 μM) was added in 445 μL citrate buffer (5 mM, pH = 3). Then, 25 μL H\(\text{AuCl}_4\) (10 mM) was added. The solution was mixed, incubated at room temperature for 10 min, and 25 μL of a 100 mM aqueous ascorbic acid solution was added to reduce the chloroaurate. PtNP and PdNP were prepared analogously using PtCl\(_6\)\(^2^-\) and PdCl\(_6\)\(^2^-\) as metal sources. Small variations of the concentrations of the citrate, metal source, and reducing agent may be needed to optimize the experimental conditions for different batches of ONP samples.

Results and discussion

Synthesis of DNA–ONP conjugates of different sizes

The bottom-up synthetic approach to DNA–NP conjugates relies on four distinct synthetic stages: monomer synthesis, ruthenium-mediated ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), crosslinking and template-induced metallization (Fig. 1). The polymeric template synthesis largely follows our previously reported strategy for ONP synthesis using ROMP and RCM. Thus, we prepared four norbornene derivatives as functional monomers \((M_4)\) and an azido-functionalized cis-alkene as chain-transfer agent. Living ROMP was applied to the functional monomers and the polymer was end-capped by the CTA, generating a linear polymer with azide functional group on one end (Fig. 2). This two-staged copolymerization produced two distinct blocks, with one block containing activated ester for later crosslinking and the other block containing only inert monomer \(M_5\). By doing this, a non-crosslinkable, azide-containing tail can be generated for easy conjugation. Both molecular weight and crosslinking density can be used to tune the size of the final ONP. Considering that the crosslinking density adjustment is less straightforward and can affect the porosity of the nanoparticle, we chose to tune the ONP size solely by adjusting the monomer to initiator ratio \((M/I)\), which resulted in polymers with different molecular weights in a highly controllable manner.

Thus, by fixing the molar ratio of \(M_1 : M_2\) at 1 : 2 in the crosslinkable block but adjusting the equivalence of catalyst used in the polymerization, which was followed by crosslinking and dihydroxylation, monovalent ONPs of different sizes with a single reactive tail were produced (Fig. 3a and Table 1). The parent linear polymers of ONPs could be characterized by GPC (Fig. S1, ESI†), and the curve overlay clearly indicated that the molecular weight \((e.g.\ \text{chain length})\) increased as the monomer to initiator ratio increased, giving peaks at shorter retention times. TEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were used to characterize the final ONPs. In the TEM images (Fig. 3b–g and S2†), all three ONPs were observed as roughly spherical nanoparticles with different diameters \((\text{ONP}_{\text{M}} > \text{ONP}_{\text{L}} > \text{ONP}_{\text{S}})\), AFM in PeakForce Tapping mode at ambient conditions showed that the heights of ONPs were smaller than the diameter observed by TEM (Fig. 3h–j, S3 and S4†), which may result from the deformation of the ONP under the tapping mode.

Valence control of the DNA–NP conjugates

From the monovalent ONP-N\(_3\) synthesized above, it is straightforward to convert them into monovalent DNA–ONP conjugates by using copper-free click chemistry analogous to that reported previously. Thus, a bifunctional DNA strand 5’-Alexa594-M\(_{15}\)bT\(_{20}\)-SH-3’ (M\(_{15}\)bT\(_{20}\) = TTT CTG AGT ATA ATT GTT-T\(_{20}\)), was reacted with azadibenzo[cyclooctyne-maleimide (ADIBO-maleimide) through the highly efficient thiol-maleimide Michael addition, giving ADIBO on the DNA 3’-
end, then conjugated to ONP-N₃ through copper-free click chemistry (Fig. S5, ESI†). Unreacted ONPs were removed on a diethylaminoethyl cellulose (DEAE) column, followed by the isolation of the conjugates using ultracentrifugation. All three sized DNA–ONP conjugates, (DNA–ONPS/M/L), showed a clear narrow band in 1% agarose gel under FITC channel, with DNA–ONPS moving fastest and DNA–ONPL slowest (Fig. S7, ESI†). To validate the 1 : 1 ratio between DNA and ONP in the conjugates, a Black Hole Quencher 2 (BHQ2) modified complementary DNA strand (M₁₈a-BHQ₂, 5₀-AAC AAT TAT ACT CAG CAA-BHQ₂-3₀) was titrated into the DNA–ONPS/M/L (Fig. 4a). The titration results are shown in Fig. 4b–d. With increasing concentrations of M₁₈a-BHQ₂, the fluorescence decreased for all three conjugates, with a critical transition point in the titration around a 1 : 1 ratio of quencher to ONP, indicating approximately one DNA strand per ONP.

The strategy also allows control over NP valence in addition to size. Multivalent ONPs were prepared by introducing multiple reactive amino groups using M₄ in the polymerization step (multi-ONPⁿ in Table 1, Fig. S1 and S8 in ESI†). N-Succinimidyl 4[(maleimidomethyl)cyclohexanecarboxylate (SMCC) was used to conjugate thiolated DNA to multivalent ONP-(NH₂)ⁿ (see Fig. S9 in ESI† for details). Briefly, the multivalent ONP-(NH₂)ₙ was first treated with an excessive amount of sulfo-SMCC to yield ONP-(maleimide)ₙ, which was then reacted with thiolated DNA. The average number of DNA strands per ONP could be controlled either by tuning n of ONP-(NH₂)ₙ, which sets an upper limit on the valence of the final DNA–ONP conjugates, or by adjusting the equivalence of DNA in the conjugation. In this manner, ONPs with higher or lower valence numbers could be achieved. The titration curves of two
Monovalent DNA–ONP conjugate as ratiometric probe

Having demonstrated the ability to control the size and valence of DNA–ONPs, we sought to explore their potential to serve as ratiometric sensors for quantitative detection in combination with DNA aptamers. Aptamers are widely used as highly specific recognition agents for the detection of small molecules and a broad range of larger bio-targets, but usually require a delivery platform for intracellular sensing. Utilizing the 1 : 1 stoichiometry of ONP and DNA, we designed a DNA–ONP sensing platform with the ONP as both the delivery vehicle and the internal standard. As a demonstration of the approach, an adenosine probe was constructed using an adenosine-binding aptamer (5’-ACT CAT CTG TGA AGA GAA CCT GGG GGA GTA TTT CCG AGG AGG AAG GT, a fluorescence reporter strand (5’-Alexa594-TCA AGT AGT AAA AAA AAA A-SH-3’), and a quencher strand (5’-CCC AGG TTC TCT-BHQ2-3’) linked through conjugation and hybridization to monovalent ONPM (Fig. 5a). The ONP : reporter ratio was determined to be ca. 1 : 1, validating the ratiometric design (Fig. 5b and S13†). The performance of the sensor was assessed by gradual addition of adenosine. Higher concentrations of adenosine resulted in increased fluorescence from Alexa594 with almost unchanged ONP fluorescence, as the aptamer–adenosine binding releases the BHQ2 quencher from the proximity of the fluorophore on the reporter strand and “lights-up” Alexa594. The response curve of the sensor showed a rapid increase at low adenosine concentration and a plateau around 3 mM (Fig. 5c). This adenosine sensor indicated the potential use of aptamer–ONP conjugates as a quantitative and ratiometric sensing platform for biomedical applications. In addition, this monovalent platform may provide higher sensitivity and specificity to track individual endogenous surface receptors, as multivalent particles have the ability to crosslink surface proteins and reduce receptor mobility.

Valence-adjustable DNA–ONP conjugates as cell uptake studying tool

In addition to the functionalities brought by DNA strands, the valence and chemical nature of ONP also play an important role in the properties of the corresponding DNA–NP. We recently reported that the size and lipophilicity of ONPs could be adjusted to tune their cell uptake rate in a regular way. DNA aptamers have been used as active targeting moieties for cell surface receptors, yet the effects of aptamer density on cell

---

**Table 1 Control of molecular weight and size of azido-capped monovalent ONPs by varying M/I ratios (initiator = 1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONP</th>
<th>Block 1</th>
<th>Block 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono-ONP</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono-ONPM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono-ONPS</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-ONPM</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Mn of ONPs were calculated based on the GPC-measured Mₙ of their corresponding parent linear block copolymers.

Polyvalent conjugates with different valence numbers also indicate the polyvalent nature of the conjugates (Fig. 4e). The two different multivalent DNA–ONPMs were both from ONPM−
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**Fig. 4** (a) Cartoon illustration of the fluorescence titration experiment determining the ratio of DNA/ONP on different DNA–ONP conjugates. (b–d) Fluorescence titration results of DNA–ONP5I/M1/L. (e) Fluorescence titration results of the two polyvalent DNA–ONPM conjugates.
Fig. 5  (a) Illustration of the working mechanism of the ratiometric adenosine sensor. (b) BHQ2 quenching of Alexa dye during sensor assembly. (c) Response curve of the DNA–ONP ratiometric adenosine sensor against adenosine. (d) Illustration of the aptamer-assisted cellular uptake of ONP. (e) Flow cytometry curves overlay of the MCF-7 cells that had taken DNA–ONP. (f) Mean fluorescence intensity comparison of different DNA–ONP conjugates. (g) Targeting ability index comparison of multivalent and monovalent ONPs functionalized with AS1411.
Fig. 6  (a) STEM and EDX element mapping of AuNP, PdNP and PtNP synthesized from ONPM. (b) Hybridization-mediated MNP dimerization using the AuNP@DNA–ONPM and commercial AuNP functionalized with complementary DNA strands. (c) Fluorescence titration plots of monovalent and multivalent AuNP@DNA–ONPM. Note: the fluorescence intensity of the multivalent AuNP was normalized. Its actual fluorescence intensity was much stronger than the monovalent AuNP.
uptake is much less well explored.\textsuperscript{18} Given the ability to control the ONP valence using $M_n$, it was of interest to examine the cellular uptake efficiency of aptamer–ONP conjugates as a function of valence. An aptamer named AS1411 (5′-GGT GGT GTG GTG TGT GGT GGT GG-T10-SH-3′) was selected for conjugation to the ONPs as a targeting agent for cancer cells overexpressing nucleolin on their surface (Fig. 5d).\textsuperscript{13c,19} A scrambled strand of the same length (CTRL, 5′-GAG AAC CTG AGT CAG TAT TGC GGA GА-T10-SH) was used as the nontargeting control. Both DNA strands were conjugated to monovalent and multivalent ONPs, generating two pairs of probes with different DNA density. The chemistry used to prepare these DNA–ONPM conjugates was the same as that described above (see also ESI\textsuperscript{†}). The targeting ability of the conjugates was examined by flow cytometry after incubating the ONPs with MCF-7 cells for 2 h. The results were shown in Fig. 5e and f. To better quantify the targeting ability, the targeting ability index (TAI) is defined as:

\[
\text{TAI of ONP} = \frac{\text{MFI (AS1411-ONP)}}{\text{MFI (CTRL-ONP)}}
\]

where MFI is the geometric mean fluorescence intensity of ONP-treated cells. A higher TAI indicates improved targeting and uptake with MCF-7 cells. The TAI of multivalent AS1411-ONPM samples was ca. 1.7, higher than the TAI of monovalent DNA–AS1411 (ca. 1.1) (Fig. 5g), indicating that increasing the number of aptamers on the ONP (e.g., the valence of ONP) increases the targeted NP cell uptake. Interestingly, a higher level of uptake was observed for the multivalent CTRL-ONPM\textsuperscript{4} in comparison to the monovalent AS1411-ONPM\textsuperscript{4} suggesting that a higher loading of aptamer strands on the surface of the ONP should provide enhanced targeting efficiency.

### Metal nanoparticle synthesis from ONP templates

Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) are among the most widely used nanomaterials. Despite the many advances in preparing MNPs with different sizes and shapes, it remains challenging to achieve molecular level control over MNP surface functionality.\textsuperscript{20} We recently reported the conversion of monovalent DNA–ONP conjugates into DNA–MNPs using a template-based approach,\textsuperscript{8} which suggested a possible way of converting organic-based DNA–NP conjugates into their metallic counterparts of different elemental compositions. A critical question is whether this process is applicable to other metals, sizes, and to multivalent DNA–ONP, and whether these parameters can be changed independently. To explore this possibility, other chlorometallates such as Na$_2$PdCl$_4$ and K$_2$PtCl$_6$ were tested for their potential to be deposited onto the ONP scaffolds with reduction. Indeed, PdNPs and PtNPs were successfully prepared using ONPM as a template (see ESI, including Fig. S14A and S15\textsuperscript{†} for details). MNPs were characterized using scanning TEM (STEM) coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). As shown in Fig. 6a, all three MNPs showed sizes of ca. 15–20 nm with their composition confirmed by EDX elemental mapping. PdNP and PtNP exhibited flower-shaped structures under STEM, possibly due to the high cohesive energy of Pd and Pt under the reduction conditions. The mechanism by which the nanoparticle forms has not been investigated, but likely involves an anion coordination-seeding-deposition process, analogous to that reported by Beer \textit{et al.} (Fig. S16, ESI\textsuperscript{†}).\textsuperscript{21} In this regard, the amide/imide groups may serve as coordinating groups.

It is worth noting that an oligo-T$_{20}$ sequence was inserted between the ONP and the functional part of the DNA, to provide a spacer for the MNP growth. The amount of metal ion used in the preparation was controlled to limit MNP growth within the ONP confines. Nonetheless, the T$_{20}$ spacer ensured that the metal deposition would not interfere with the DNA strands, and allowed larger MNPs to be synthesized without disturbing the DNA functionality (Fig. S17, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). To demonstrate that MNP growth occurred with preservation of the DNA biorecognition function, AuNPs were grown on ONP–DNA conjugates (AuNP@DNA–ONPM, DNA = ERed-M$_{18b}$T$_{20}$SH). The observation of ERed fluorescence served as evidence for the presence of DNA strands on the AuNP.

### DNA strands on MNPs remain functional

Hybridization-mediated heterodimer or cross-linkage formation was achieved using monovalent and multivalent AuNP@DNA–ONPM, respectively, with commercial AuNPs containing complementary strands (Fig. 6b). Heterodimers were seen when monovalent AuNP@DNA–ONPM was used for assembly, whereas crosslinking and aggregation was observed when multivalent AuNP@DNA–ONPM was used. These assembly results clearly showed the preservation of DNA functionality after AuNP growth, and suggested the difference in valence between the monovalent and multivalent AuNPs from their corresponding templates. Fluorescence titrations were also conducted to quantify the number of DNA strands on the AuNP. Similar shaped plots were observed for both monovalent and multivalent AuNP@DNA–ONPM, but the fluorescence reached a plateau with ca. 5 times the concentration of AuNP, which suggested the difference in presence of MNP formed because of their flower-shaped appearance, but similar fluorescence quenching plots could be clearly seen, indicating the proper functioning of the DNA on these MNPs (Fig. S18, ESI\textsuperscript{†}).

### Conclusions

In summary, a polymer-based, bottom-up strategy to synthesize various DNA–NP conjugates with tunable size, valence and elemental composition was established. Because of the precise chemical control over the polymeric scaffold, this strategy allows independent and simultaneous control over several essential parameters for DNA–NP conjugates, which are difficult to achieve by conventional methods. Using this strategy, nanoparticles of three different sizes (diameter = 6–10 nm, 15–20 nm and 30–40 nm, respectively), of three different valence numbers (monovalent and two different multivalent examples),
and of four elemental compositions (organic, gold, platinum and palladium) were prepared. We demonstrated their potential application in assembly, ratiometric sensing, and targeted cellular uptake, and more potential applications of these DNA-NP conjugates can be envisioned. This new strategy should also be applicable to polymeric nanoparticles with other shapes and sizes and carrying other functionalities. Thus, more complicated nanoscale structures may become feasible using this template approach, enabling an even broader range of DNA–NP-based applications.
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